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Learn how to program Python and other fun programming languages online with Codecademy: 
https://www.codecademy.com/learn/python 
 

 

 

Python is a popular programming language. Python is used by many individuals and organisations like Google, 
YouTube and DropBox.  

A good way to start learning how to code is to just start coding!  Open the IDLE (Integrated DeveLopment 
Environment) Python Shell and start typing the code below. REMEMBER, error messages are your friend!  READ 
the errors to help you problem-solve your way to the answers. 

>>> print ('Hello World') ‘Hello World’ ~ It is tradition to start learning code with this simple program output 
Hello World This is the output (or the result of the print command) 
>>> apple = 8 You are declaring an Integer variable called ‘apple’ and assigning it a value of 8 
>>> banana = 7 You are declaring an Integer variable called ‘banana’ and assigning it a value of 7 
>>> apple + banana Both apple and banana variables hold Integer (whole numbers); adding the values 
15 (8+7=15) 
>>> fruit = apple + banana Declaring a new variable called fruit & assigning it the sum value of apple & banana 
>>> print(fruit) Notice that there are no quote marks around fruit here. Why did we need it at the top? 
15  
>>> apple = 6 Reassigning a new value to apple 
>>> print(apple)  
6  
>>> print(fruit/apple) Division in code is the forward slash / 
2.5  
>>> print(fruit * apple) Multiplication in code is the asterisk (star) * 
90  
>>> print(fruit - apple) minus sign 
9  
>>> fruit%apple Modulus % outputs the remainder value after division  
3  
>>> 15 + 8 You could be using Python in Math class!  (but don’t type the = sign!) 
23  
>>> 2**3 2 to the power of 3 
8  

If you want to learn Python at home using the IDLE 
Python shell, download and install Python 3.5.0 
from: https://www.python.org/downloads/   

Learn coding structures and Python syntax using 
CodeCombat:  
http://codecombat.com/ 
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What if you want to type more than 1 line of code at a time? 

1. Select File -> New Window and type the code below.  
2. Once complete select Run -> Run Module (or F5) 

 

 

Try this code below to create a simple High/Low guessing game. This code includes a lot of new concepts like 
importing libraries, calling a predefined method to generate a random number, while loop, if/else, user prompts 
and assigning user input values into variables. 

 

  

Or, give codecombat.com a go!  CodeCombat is a fun game that teaches you Python syntax and computer 
programming skills. You do not have to login with an email to play CodeCombat BUT if you want it to remember 
your level then it is recommended that you do login. 

The output 
Does it make sense? Why is 

the last value > 50? 
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